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HARTING has a clear focus on the essentials: we view the world through the 
eyes of our customers. Three lifelines, three arteries determine this world: 
data, power and signals. Linking these lifelines optimally with device  
connectivity, installation technology in the field and intelligent network  
in heavy duty environment – this is how we define our contribution to  
infrastructure and in particular, to Smart Network Infrastructure.

What makes 
infrastructure smart?

A major shift is underway, from indi-
vidual devices towards an overall view, 
in which infrastructure is becoming 
more and more important. According-
ly, infrastructure is now the vision in 
which every customer, every company 
area and therefore all HARTING employ-
ees will find themselves reflected. 
 
In this context, a radical rethinking of 
infrastructure concepts is taking place. 
In a company committed to “New Think-
ing” infrastructure needs a strategy 
that will certainly not be able to accept 
one thing, namely mental blocks.
 
Rethinking infrastructure means finding 
ideal solutions for compatibility issues. 

New solutions always need strategies that 
the markets will accept. To this end, it is 
often necessary to overcome technological 
obstacles that are as weighty as the new 
infrastructure solution itself. 

There are salient examples for such  
situations: telephony via structured  
cabling only established itself after the  
introduction of PoE (Power over Ether-
net). It was only after the emergence of 
PoE that it became possible to connect tel-
ephones as easily as in the analog world.

HARTING has set standards here. Take 
Ha-VIS preLink®, for example, which 
enables universal connections in the 
network area. Thanks to preLink® the 
new 8 pole M12 that is suitable for  
10 Gbit applications can also be connec-
ted to conventional industrial cables for 
Fast Ethernet. 
 
Accordingly, the technologies required 
for the transition to new infra structure 
are becoming the decisive techno-
logies – now and in future. HARTING 
has  understood this, as it is precise-
ly these bridging technologies that  
make  infrastructure smart, and  
thereby  create Smart Network Infra-
structure.

“We view the world 
through the eyes of our 
customers.”

» Philip Harting, Senior Vice President Connectivity & Networks
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In everyday life the achievements and benefits of modern information and communication technology are truly  
ubiquitous. We use smartphones that not only act as telephones, but also serve as photo and video cameras,  
planners and navigation systems, while performing many other functions. As all of these devices are network  
capable, the acquired information is available throughout the entire network. Although industrial infrastructures  
may be far removed from such levels, the trend is inexorably shifting in the same direction.

SmartFactory – On the way to 
smart infrastructures
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Our guest article:
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»  Prof. Dr.-Ing. Detlef Zühlke, Scientific Director, German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence DFKI GmbH,  

Innovative Factory Systems, Kaiserslautern
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At the time the American computer 
pioneer Mark Weiser described the vision 
of “ubiquitous computing” in 1991 –  
computer technology pervading all 
aspects of life – the concept was revo
lutionary. In the meantime, the ideas 
that Weiser developed appear familiar  
today: computers are vanishing as 
clearly visible products positioned on 
our desks and have migrated into many 
objects of daily life instead. Weiser’s vi
sions have been borne out, we are living 
in precisely such a world in the mean
time, as cameras, mobile phones, kitchen  
appliances and cars are all computer  
controlled. Miniature computers – so
called embedded systems – are what 
make all of this wizardry possible. 
Genuine progress, however, will only be 
achieved when these miniature computers 
are no longer working independently 
of each other, but are able to exchange 
information in a network. This will  
be possible thanks to the progress of the  
past ten years in network technology: 
driven by the huge consumer market, we 
have favorably priced and high perfor
mance technical devices for many applica
tion areas at our disposal. In response to 
this situation, automation technology is 
also beginning to take up these ideas.
 

t e c . N e w s  2 1 :  S t r at e g y
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ExamplE of a machinE failurE
A machine in a manufacturing plant 
fails, and brings the entire production 
line down as a result. By way of a Blue-
tooth network the machine sends a 
message to the smartphone of its opera-
tor. The operator goes to the machine, 
conducts a few tests and identifies that 
a drive is the cause of the problem.  
Using the smartphone, the operator is-
sues a prioritized maintenance and repair  
order, which is received at the company’s 
maintenance center. Here, the machine 
error is initially checked via online  
diagnostics. Subsequently – via smart-
phone – a maintenance technician is 
sent off on a repair assignment. The 
technician takes his truck, transfers  
the location data to the vehicle navigation  
system and has the GPS guide him 
across the extensive company grounds 
to the right building. Now the indoor  
positioning system takes over and inter-
acts with his smartphone to show him the 
way to the defective machine. Here, the  

technician links his tablet PC wirelessly 
to the machine control system and con-
ducts a few system tests. He ascertains 
that a drive has to be replaced and takes 
a picture of the type plate with his 
smartphone and sends the information 
to the central spare parts warehouse, 
where the right replacement part is 
identified and immediately dispatched. 
The maintenance expert can now trace 
the current course of the spare part on 
his tablet PC and pick it up at the hall 
entrance and perform the repair work at 
the machine. Again, he uses his smart-
phone and checks the parts number and 
the version status by way of an RFID 
tag, in order to avoid any problems in 
the complex interaction of all compo-
nents. Afterwards, he commissions the 
system via his tablet PC and monitors 
proper functioning on the large screen. 
Following the successful repair he  
concludes the maintenance order via his 
smartphone and initiates the re-order of 
the component at the warehouse and 
also makes an entry for the cost unit  
accounting.
 
from idEas to rEality
From a technical viewpoint it would 
already be possible to realize this  
scenario today, although companies are 
far removed from such scenarios. Never-
theless, the trend is shifting in this  
direction, although it is taking a different 
course than in the consumer goods area. 
Industrial companies expect the devic-
es and equipment deployed to exhibit  
very high degrees of maturity and  
extremely high levels of reliability. 
Industrial users will also want to be  
certain that a replacement smartphone 
will also be available ten years from now 
and will not – as is customary today –  
be replaced after nine months by a  
successor model that may differ signifi-
cantly from its predecessor. 

What is helpful in the consumer goods 
area is also expedient in the industrial 
arena. In 2004 a group was formed of 
representatives of industry and the science 
community to discuss the effects and  
application areas of smart information 
and communication technologies. This 
gave rise to the idea of a SmartFactory,  
which was realized as of 2005 as a  
research and demonstration center in 
Kaiserslautern. 
 
thE smartfactory initiativE
A test and demonstration facility is a 
central element of the SmartFactory  
in which a production process for the 

t e c . N e w s  2 1 :  S t r at e g y
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manufacture of liquid soap has been  
realized with industry typical compo-
nents. The production line handles the 
pretreatment of the soap, followed by 
coloring, filing into bottle and labeling. 
 
The production line is operated by  
the association “Technology Initiative 
SmartFactory KL e.V.” which currently 
comprises 15 notable members from the 
industrial arena and the science world. 
The main aim of the initiative is to build 
up a manufacturer independent test 
and demonstration factory, in which the  
potentials of new technologies for fac-
tory operations can be investigated and  

further developed. In this context, it is 
not the aim to replace people by automa-
tion technology, but to provide the best 
possible support in work by way of “ubiq-
uitous computing”.
 
This real-life, industry typical produc-
tion process forms a foundation on which 
various research disciplines can conduct 
their work in the direction of the “Factory 
of the future”
Digital product memories: In order to 
control the filling process, a RFID chip 
(Radio Frequency Identification) is at-
tached to every bottle and contains all 
of the relevant parameters of the order 

and the production process. In this way, 
every product has its own memory. In 
the future, “Smart” products will influ-
ence their environment by way of M2M 
communication (Machine-to-Machine) 
and enable more efficient manufacturing 
processes. 
Wireless communication systems also 
improve the flexibility and agility of 
factories. Installation and modification 
input decreases when conventional cable 
based communication systems can be 
reduced. In an industrial environment, 
however, the demands made on a wire-
less network are much higher than in 
other areas: reliability and safety take 

“Industrial companies expect the devices and  
equipment deployed to exhibit very high degrees of  
maturity and extremely high levels of reliability.”

t e c . N e w s  2 1 :  S t r at e g y
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top priority and consequently require 
comprehensive planning and control of 
the radio bands.
 
In the case of cable connection the  
location of a device is implicitly 
known. When many cable connec-
tions are dispensed, the question as to 
the machine location takes on greater  
significance. Especially when mobile  
operating systems are used, the con-
text of an operating situation plays an  
important role: certain plant or system 
functions can only be activated when the 
operator is in the vicinity of the system. 
In the SmartFactory three different real-
time indoor locations and tracking sys-
tems are installed which can help guide 
a maintenance technician to a defec-
tive device, or provide an operator with 
various relevant information for specific 
tasks depending on the given location on 
the production line or system.
Self-configuring automation systems 
are a further step in the direction of 
convertible and flexible factories. “Plug-

and-play” mechanisms can also be used 
in factories to a certain extent. New 
standards and abstract models of the 
components deployed are the precondi-
tions for this. 
 
Becoming smart
With the help of today’s embedded sys-
tem technologies many simple field 
devices can become “smart objects” 
and offer their functions within the  
automation network similar to web 
servers. This technically viable consis-
tency of information and functions from 
the field level through to the planning 
level will incur changes in company 
IT structures: the strictly hierarchical 
automation pyramid will develop into 
a convergent network, with access  
extending across the various control 
and planning levels. Similar to the 
“Internet of objects” in which more 
and more real-life, physical objects 
are mapped and matched by their  
virtual representation in the IT world, an  
image of an increasingly networked 

and integrated “Factory of objects” is 
already beginning to emerge. 

In future, the issues of IT security will 
certainly play a greater role than to date, 
in order to safeguard the data security 
and integrity of IT and production sys-
tems against external as well as internal 
threats. 

Prof. Dr.-ing.  

Detlef Zühlke,  

scientific Director, 

german research 

center for artificial intelligence  

DFKi gmbH, innovative Factory systems, 

Kaiserslautern
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Today’s expansion of infrastructures by network plat
forms factors in the increasing networking and integration 
of our world. The dividing lines between producers and 
users, senders and recipients are dissolving in new infra
structure concepts – which have far reaching implications. 
Infrastructure is becoming consistent and permeable all  
the way through to end devices, and is connecting a wide  
range of different company applications, especially in 
the manufacturing industry. Based on the existing infra
structure, solutions for these extended demands and 
requirements would be far too complex or not at all  
possible. New intelligent infrastructures are called for which  
make these new challenges easier to master and control.
 

The term infrastructure is being constantly expanded. In future, infrastructure will refer to the structure 
underlying the processes and will thereby form their platform. Fielding new technologies, HARTING is  
laying a strong foundation.

Future structures

» Andreas Huhmann, Strategy Consultant Connectivity & Networks, Germany, HARTING Technology Group, Andreas.Huhmann@HARTING.com
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HARTING focuses on target markets in the industrial arena, in 
transportation, power generation and distribution as well as in 
communication technology. In all of these markets functional 
units are connected with each other in a comparable manner, 
in order to exchange data, power and signals – the lifelines 
of the applications. Connecting these lifelines optimally by 
providing connectors on the device side, the installations in 
the field and building up intelligent systems for networking 
outlines HARTING’s contributions to infrastructures.
 
The fuTure of infrasTrucTures 
Applications are being integrated into increasingly complex 
value creation processes. While each market formerly defined 
its own lifelines in a proprietary manner, the shift towards 

achieving consistent and transferrable solutions is evident today. 
In the data area Ethernet is playing the mediating role between  
applications, as Ethernet has the capability to integrate  
applications within an overall system. The HARTING Technology 
Group has played a central role in the development of uniform 
infrastructure platforms and will continue to play this role in 
future too. 
 
Today, Ethernet is used for conventional IT as well as for auto-
mation applications, and is establishing itself as a universal 
standard. The transition of field bus infrastructures to open 
Ethernet networks presents obstacles, as the installation phi-
losophy and the planning of the automation infrastructures 
deviate significantly from the infrastructures of IT applications. 

“In order to ensure that compatibility does not obstruct  
innovations, bridging technologies are becoming the 
actual keys to new infrastructure solutions.”
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HARTING’s Automation IT concept solves the problems here: 
Automation IT takes over the specifics of fieldbus based infra
structures and thereby retains the relevant demands of auto
mation, while drawing on an innovative Ethernet infrastructure  
at the same time. 
 
Change and preservation as  
infrastruCture suCCess formula
Infrastructures should ensure a long service life, guarantee 
compatibility, while also offering perspectives thanks to their 
inherent flexibility and expandability. Consequently, infra
structures have a contradictory nature: on the one hand, they 
are structurally conservative – in a positive sense – as a long 
service life and compatibility guarantee the sustained value 

of investments. On the other hand, infrastructures must offer 
flexibility in order to master the tremendous challenges of the 
future, as in automation or the energy sector, for example. 
 
Therefore, the tasks at hand call for combining the altered 
infra structures with concepts that allow users the integra
tion of existing technologies. In most instances, intelligent  
infrastructures are necessary to achieve these adaptation  
capabilities. 

In a communication network with different applications this 
means active management with intelligent network components. 
In order to ensure that compatibility does not obstruct innova
tions, bridging technologies are becoming the actual keys to 
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new infrastructure solutions. In many instances, these bridg-
ing technologies present higher technological demands than 
the actual new infrastructure solution itself.
 
There are many positive examples of this. A prominent example  
is Internet telephony or VoIP. Fast Track Switching (FTS) is 
also a bridging technology for Automation IT. The old fieldbus 
infrastructure secured real-time and determinism based on the  
network. The aim was to make this performance that is essential  
in industrial environments available in a convergent Ethernet 
network in a convenient and simple manner. The HARTING FTS 
switches accomplish precisely this.
 
On an entirely different and much simpler level, HARTING has 
provided a bridging solution for adapter connectors: in the 
transition from two-paired to four-paired cabling the HARTING 
M12 connector with Ha-VIS preLink® provides the bridging 
element – and the foundation for the new Type X M12 connector  
for PROFINET. 
 
In the industrial arena the demand for high energy utilization  
efficiency is a central factor, as today’s energy consumption 
patterns are not transparent, and future decentral power 
feeding will present new demands on distribution and storage  
structures. In conventional power distribution solutions power 
consumption is difficult to assign and track via cabling. The 
distribution is designed as a star topology – representing a 
tremendous waste of resources due to the redundant use of 
copper cables and the high cable losses. 
 
Replacing passive energy distribution by intelligent networks is 
the key to processes characterized by higher energy efficiency. 
HARTING has created the concept for smart Power Networks to 
achieve these aims and objectives. 
 
Smart Infrastructures imply the efficient and economical use 
of resources in connection with high operational safety and 
reliability. This represents a tremendous leap forward. With 
Smart Network Infrastructure HARTING is providing a sound 
foundation. 

“Infrastructures should ensure a long 
service life, guarantee compatibility,  
while also offering perspectives 
thanks to their inherent flexibility  
and expandability.”
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High levels of cost reduction and increased efficiency can only be achieved with intelligent networks. Both objectives  
can be attained through the intelligent management of data, signals and power in the logistics, production, food 
and energy supply and individual traffic sectors: lower costs and higher efficiency. The HARTING Technology Group 
has developed a powerful concept in the shape of Smart Network Infrastructure. 

Smart Network Infrastructure

Advanced network concepts now draw 
on a considerable number of technology 
solutions: high-speed sensor technology, 
RFID, intelligent switches for data traffic  
control, smart analysis, visualization 
software and powerful network compo-
nents are key technologies with intelli-
gent linking.
 
The efficiency gains achieved with 
these new concepts improves the energy  
balance sheet, makes for more economic 
use of natural resources and helps to  
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
 
Data Network architecture
We live in an information age: machines 
are now intelligent, processes globalized, 
and communications resources surround 
us everywhere. Information technology 
has generated an immeasurable volume 
of data and information via countless  
applications and structures and has 
made it accessible, but what has really 
changed? Are we really any smarter? Do 
we make better decisions? Do we apply 
the right information in our decision-
making?
 
Unfortunately, not often enough: de-
cisions are based on gut feeling and 
experience, even though the right  
information for our decisions is available  
somewhere in the depths of the networks.  
Decisions are now only made quicker  
than before, but the quality of these de-
cisions has hardly changed. What we 

need now is transparency and universal  
availability of the appropriate data. We 
lack the concepts and structures for 
making the right data and informa-
tion fully available at the appropriate 
times.
 
FreeiNg the Networks 
Until now, Network Infrastructure has 
merely been seen as a simple connection 
between intelligent devices. Traditionally 
closed network architectures have been 
increasingly opened up through inter-
faces and gateways. But these concepts 
no longer meet expectations for ubiqui-
tous data and information access. 
 
This is now changing; in modern concepts  
such as cloud computing, The Internet 
of Things and ubiquitous computing, 

the role of Network Infrastructure is 
evolving increasingly towards being 
an independent active element, actively 
supporting and advancing processes. 
System cabinets are disappearing, and 
the demand for unrestricted access to 
system resources and data makes the 
usual separation between the various 
network domains seem like an anach-
ronism: globalization is promoting new 
system concepts. 

It is already clear to us now that timely  
access to all the appropriate information 
delivers a leading edge over competitors,  
and companies that are capable of  
using information in the right way oper-
ate more efficiently and make a greater 
number of correct decisions.
 
The Smart Network Infrastructure  
concept developed by the HARTING  
Technology Group frees up data and 
signal networks through the pure  
configuration and combination of pas-
sive components into a function-crit-
ical core element of modern process 
chains. Local and regional infrastruc-
tures are becoming a core component 
of our environment, increasingly in-
dependent of users. This makes paral-
lel use of the same infrastructure by 

a range of different applications with 
varying service quality requirements a  
possibility. 
 
syNchroNizatioN oF virtual aND 
real processes
For example, wireless or wired sen-
sors for Auto ID technologies such as 
RFID and image recording sites can 
identify the data and signals of many 
objects and process them in real-time –  

t e c . N e w s  2 1 :  S t r at e g y

“High levels of cost reduction and increased efficiency 
can only be achieved through intelligent networks.”

» Dr. Michael Groß, Managing Director ICPN / RFID, Germany, HARTING Technology Group, Michael.Gross@HARTING.com
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The Smart Network Infrastructure connects 
the real with the virtual world (HARTING Electric 
GmbH & Co KG, 2011).

Industrial world
Smart  
Infrastructure

Applications

Corporate  
processes

vehicles, people, supply lines etc, are a 
few examples.
 
Status information is accessed independ-
ently of how it is subsequently used and 
made available in the Network Infra-
structure in a standardized exchange 
format. As data is made available inde-
pendently of any real purpose and as a 
service for potential processing entities, 
new procedures for preparation, filter-
ing and transport within the Network 
Infrastructure need to be established. 
Such middleware, which has already 
been used in RFID technology, has now 
acquired core importance for network 
infrastructure performance levels. 
 
Continuously upgraded software solu-
tions within the Network Infrastructure  
evaluate the constantly growing flow of 
data almost simultaneously and make 
the results available as services to us-
ers, either unchanged (event data) or 
pre-processed (complex event data). 
Monitoring and management platforms 
generate and convey function-specific 
data of the appropriate quality, compil-
ing it as business events and delivering 
it in analyzable form for super-ordinate 
control functions. Applications relying 
on real-time event processing, complex 
event processing (CEP), pattern recog-
nition and rule-based dynamic control 
functions are now becoming part and 
parcel of this Smart Network Infra-
structure.   
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UbiqUitoUs Network iNfrastrUctUre access
Due to the demand for ubiquitous information access via roam-
ing devices such as smart phones, tablet PCs and notebooks, 
it is becoming less clear where, when, how and which data 
will be required. Such ubiquitous data access is now part of 
our world and is no longer attributable to specific applications 
or defined processes, as it was in the time of proprietary data 
networks. This means that the Smart Network Infrastructure 
now takes on new features, making it different from previous 
data and signal transmission architecture: 
 
The demand for real-time Ethernet (deterministic data trans-
mission) can no longer be restricted to individual cells and 
proprietary data islands and control units, but must be met via 
ubiquitous application-specific solutions.
 

real-world aNalogy
An analogy from the real world can help to explain this concept:  
the road network runs on a wide range of bandwidths, extension  
stages and management resources (lights, traffic signs and 
charges). It is used by many different people at different speeds 
and times, which can all be captured as statistics, but not pre-
dicted in detail. 
 
The Smart Network Infrastructure is similar to street traffic, 
where lights are switched to green or a flashing blue light gives 
priority access. Infrastructure costs apply and peak utilization  
periods alternate with periods of lower usage. Prioritized data 
packets  from surveillance sensors have  to be able  to work 
in real time to capture slow mass data from a download. In 
addition to this, they have to meet requirements for varying 
performance levels and architectures via wireless, power line, 
copper and fiber optic cables. Bandwidth congestion also has 
to be bypassed through dynamic routing and, last but not least, 
it must be possible to generate traceable user-specific billing. 
Dynamic rule-based data and signal transport within a Smart 
Network Infrastructure now ranks as a key technology for mod-
ern communications.
 
Where followed through consistently, this model can be used 
for the three process lifelines: Data, Signal and Power. With 

the new energy concepts, power is now seen as a managed 
resource and no longer as an endlessly available basic entity 
attributable to no specific process, it now needs to be incorpo-
rated into process management.
 
Technologies  such  as  RFID,  Fast  Track  Switching  (FTS) 
and  Switched  Ethernet  over  Power  (SEoP)  are  helping  to  
create these integrated Smart Network Infrastructure of the  
future. The harmonization and synchronization of the virtual  
process view with the real world is therefore moving a big 
step nearer.  

“The HARTING Technology Group has  
developed a powerful concept in the 
form of Smart Network Infrastructure.”

BENEFITS

Smart Devices: active components within the Network  • 
Infrastructure, which are able to regulate and control 
the generation and transport of data, signals and energy  
through internal process power based on autonomous 
logic. Examples of this are: manageable switches, 
manageable WLAN access points, RFID readers and 
smartphones.
Smart Objects: passive components, which have their • 
own identity via a unique tag and changeable memory 
therefore being able to communicate with active  
components. Examples of this are: containers fitted 
with transponders and passive R/W transponders.
Smart Applications: software that can recognize Data, • 
Signal and Power streams, then communicating with 
infrastructure components following rules in order to 
carry out the appropriate functions.
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A new standard and new shielding solutions are opening up the Gigabit world for the M12 connector.

Accessing new worlds

In the industrial context of Fast Ethernet technology, the M12 
connector has cemented its undisputed importance - and right-
fully so. Its ruggedness and versatile utility characterize the 
M12, which is, after all, used to transmit signals, data and 
power.    

ADAPTATION TO THE GIGABIT RANGE
Now there is talk of adapting the M12 to requirements in the 
area of 1 to 10 gigabits by using 8-wire cables (8-wire Ethernet) 
with a different cable construction. The construction, which 
requires pair-wise shielding and an overall shield, is called a 
PIMF design (Pairs in Metal Foil). 

NEW STANDARD
In order to satisfy the stringent requirements with regard to 
NEXT, FEXT, insertion loss and return loss and consequently 
comply with Cat. 6A, HARTING is setting a standard together 
with established competitors. The latter has been published 
internationally as PAS 61076-2-109.

X-CODING
This is a new mating face, with so-called X-coding. The new 
design shields the individual pairs from one another by means 
of a shielding cross, while pair-by-pair shielding is retained. 

The X-coding ensures the transition to Gigabit Ethernet, par-
ticularly for applications in which large quantities of data are 
transmitted or evaluated. The design is especially significant 
for the design of vision and monitoring systems. 

PROFINET, one of the leading Ethernet automation profiles, has 
also already opted for type X. 

» Dirk Peter Post, Product Manager, Germany, HARTING Technology Group, Dirk-Peter.Post@HARTING.com
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International machine building compa
nies are increasingly making the change 
to Ethernet as a consistent,  integrated 
communication platform for their 
 machine and plant controlling  solutions. 
In order to successfully deploy Ethernet 
in automation, the stringent  demands of 

such applications must be met in terms 
of performance,  flexibility, availability 
and determinism.  Especially in markets 
in which a high cycle time plays a key 
role in  determining the  quality of the 
application, network  performance is 
crucial.  
 
An example from the industrial arena 
demonstrates the issues at hand: in an 
application in the market of packaging 
machines conventional standard Ether
net switches were initially used to net
work modular machines, as it appeared 

that the network speed in this segment 
was sufficient to adequately control 
and manage several drives, IOs and 
HMIs for visualization and operation. In 
 order to achieve vertical and horizontal 
integra tion the machine modules were 
connec ted to devices of other modules 

via external switches as well as with the 
corporate network.
 
FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE
In actual practice, however, problems 
were encountered in spite of careful 
 planning. The controller repeatedly 
reported network errors in irregu
lar  intervals, so that machines had to 
be halted and rebooted. Such errors 
are  especially fatal when no obvious 
cause can be found, while high avai
lability is absolutely essential. Opera
tors of  automation systems are natu

rally  concerned with eliminating such 
 errors. 
 
HARTING’S SOLUTION
Following some considerable efforts the 
answer was found in the  implementation 
of a HARTING Fast Track Switch (FTS) 
 solution. The FTS registers the auto
mation data and forwards the critical 
data in a high priority and accelerated 
mode – independent of the other network 
traffic, thereby ensuring that control 
 signals are always received on time. 
 
By way of defined fields in headers, the 
Fast Track Switch identifies an Ether
Net/IP or PROFINET frame, for example. 
Instead of handling this data with the 
usual store and forward mode, the switch 
goes over to cutthrough mode, which 

The packaging machine industry makes extremely high demands on networks. Top-level performance and availa-
bility must be secured on the highest possible levels. The HARTING Ha-VIS Fast Track Switch enables all this – also 
in open Ethernet communication scenarios.

Pushing Performance!

“The Fast Track guarantees the demanded transmission 
times of automation data and thereby secures  
availability.”

» Anja Dienelt, Product Manager ICPN, Germany, HARTING Technology Group, Anja.Dienelt@HARTING.com
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translates as a considerable performance 
boost. In addition, automation frames 
can overtake non-automation frames if 
the latter should obstruct the course of 
high-priority data - on their way on the 
fast track. Thanks to this concept, Fast 
Track Switches deliver the high perfor-
mance solutions the packaging industry 
demands. The Fast Track guarantees the 
demanded transmission times of auto-
mation data and thereby secures availa-
bility.  

Pushing Performance!

Corporate network

Switch

Drives Drives

Machine module 1 Machine module 2



The intelligent utilization of energy is the key to the future of energy supply concepts and infrastructures. With  
smart Power Networks, HARTING has developed the next generation of Smart Network Infrastructure. As a result, 
Smart Grids for industry are becoming a reality. 

Smart Power

The efficient management of energy is  
the foundation for the sustained success 
of industrial companies. Within the 
context of the new orientation of energy 
policies, the central role of energy in the 
production process has attracted stronger 
attention on the part of the general public. 
Reliable supply on the one hand, and re-
sponsible and cost conscious handling 
on the other, rank as key success factors 
of companies.
 
Today, energy issues are usually viewed 
from the one-sided perspective of energy 
procurement. Therefore, the reduction of 
primary energy consumption by energy 
controlling is the paramount objective. 
In this context, however, the actual com-
pany processes are often neglected. As 
a result, the focus must be placed on 
process-based energy saving options, 
as in such cases where energy is wasted 
during downtimes or intermissions, for 
example. 
 
The sustainable utilization of energy also 
raises the question of the efficiency of  
the entire company processes, which can 
only be achieved by the introduction of 
new structures in the supply, distribution 
and consumption systems: the decen-
tralization of energy supply that will 
prevail in modern energy policies needs 

an intelligent energy management, in 
which conventional system components 
make their contributions thanks to new 
functions. This trend will gain increasing 
momentum due to legislative regulations 
(e.g. based on the EN 16001/ ISO 50001) 
and energy cost pressure. 
 
Whether we look at cost pressures  
or sustainability: saving energy and  
ensuring its efficient use – without re-
stricting availability – remains the para-
mount task of energy management. 
Therefore, the steering of energy streams 
within a consumer network will rank as 
a vital issue.

Smart Power NetworkS
Consequently, the HARTING Technol-
ogy Group has placed the key issues of 
smart grids within the context of indus-
trial applications. With the introduction 
of smart Power Networks the company 
has developed an intelligent and flexible  
concept that brings a new quality to 
energy management in the industrial 
arena.
 
The foundation here is formed by  
network management, which thereby 
also entails the communication between 
the active network components and the 
HARTING smart Power Units. 

2 2

»  Andreas Huhmann, Strategy Consultant Connectivity & Networks, Germany, HARTING Technology Group, Andreas.Huhmann@HARTING.com 

Lars Reichel, Market and Application Manager, Germany, HARTING Technology Group, Lars.Reichel@HARTING.com 

John Witt, Market Manager Power Networks, Germany, HARTING Technology Group, John.Witt@HARTING.com
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HARTING is pursuing two approaches 
here:
 
1. Power Networks: Integration of the 
power management into the network 
management
HARTING provides Ethernet switches 
that record measurement data on power  
consumption at any points throughout 
the power distribution network and 
transmit the data via Standard Ethernet.  
As the majority of plant and system 
segments, machines and automation 
cells are integrated into corporate wide  
networks today, there is no need for  
additional network nodes. The information 

gathered in the switches is made available 
to a wide range of different company  
applications. This includes automation, 
but also facility management systems, as 
well as MES and ERP systems.
 
2. smart Power Networks: Integration  
of communication into the power  
network
A separate communication structure 
does not allow any statements on the 
actual topology of energy distribution. 
This disadvantage can be eliminated by 
the combination of power transmission 
and communication in a single cable. 
By using SEoP (Switched Ethernet over 

Power), HARTING is relying on a Stand-
ard Ethernet solution. With the help of 
SEoP technology, the proven Ethernet 
management functions can be deployed. 
LLDP (Link Layer Discovery Protocol) 
allows the determination of the network 
topology. The knowledge of the topology  
helps to considerably simplify additional 
functions, such as diagnostics, for  
example. This allows users to concretely  
localize poor connection lines, or  
ascertain unduly high power consumption. 
It is also conceivable that the topology 
is switched actively in order to realize  
flexible infeed concepts, which will 
become necessary in connection with 

Showcasing smart Power Networks  
at the Hannover Messe 2011
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considerably increased energy recovery 
from individual processes.
 
With both concepts HARTING is support
ing intelligent distribution in the low 
voltage range up to 400 volt. 
 
The ensuing effects are comprehensive; 
Thanks to the smart Power Networks 
concept, the flow of power throughout 
the company organization becomes 
transparent all the way through to  
individual machines, systems and plants. 
This opens up a number of different  
possibilities, such as the monitoring and 
the analysis of the consumption profile, 
which leads to the optimization of energy 
consumption. In this way, costs can be 
allocated directly to individual process 
steps. It also becomes possible to achieve 
an adjusted control of the energy flows 
of several processes via the company’s 
control room. 

Technical soluTions
Drawing on smart Power Networks, 
HARTING connects components that 
are based on the series of the mCon 
switches and feature additional energy 
functions. Measuring devices for other 
types of energy apart from electricity, for  
such as thermal energy, can be  
integrated. In addition, there is the  
coordinated controlling of the energy 
flow of several processes, in order to  
achieve the optimization of energy 
management of the entire system. The  
energy flow data is stored, processed  
and communicated. The aim is to support  
customers in their precise process 
analysis, which is the foundation of the  
optimization of energy utilization. The 
analysis of connected data enables the 
overall consideration of the energy 
flows and the control and steering of  
individual consumers. 
 

The technological innovation consists 
of the convergence of modern Ethernet 
technology with interfaces to conven
tional energy consumption measuring 
and recording, which are designed for 
open extension options. 
 
At the same time, HARTING is further  
developing SEoP (Switched Ethernet 
over Power) technology and will be inte
grating this technology and the resulting  
additional functions in a further series 
of products. In order to evaluate the new 
functions HARTING is engaging in coop
eration activities with DFKI (Deutsches 
Forschungszentrum für Künstliche  
Intelligenz, German Research Center 
for Artificial Intelligence) and is testing 
smart Power Networks in the SmartFactory. 
The SmartFactory, a vision of the “Factory  
of the Future” is a manufacturer inde
pendent research and demonstration 
plant, that can be freely modified and 
extended. The modular structure of 
the SmartFactory fits in perfectly to 
the HARTING smart Power Networks  
concept. 
 
In an initial step, each manufacturing 
module is fitted with a smart Power Unit. 
At the SPS/IPC/DRIVES 2011, trade fair 
taking place in Nuremberg from Novem
ber 22 to 24, 2011, HARTING will be pre
senting the initial results.
 
HARTING regards smart Power Networks 
as a consistent logical step. Now that the 
Smart Network Infrastructure vision of 
efficient company processes has been 
implemented with the data lifeline, the 
concept is now transferred to the power 
lifeline. In this context, smart Power 
Networks forms a convergent platform 
for all applications. These approaches are 
essential if the efficiency of the overall 
company processes is to be boosted.  

“Saving energy and ensuring its efficient use –  
without restricting availability – remains  
the paramount task of energy management.“
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Flexibility, future security, durability and reliability of 
 connector technology are essential factors in the expansion 
of network structures. Therefore, HARTING has now launched 
a new connector concept. Cable connections and mating faces 
have been separated so that high performance data cables with 
a data throughput of up to 10 Gigabit Ethernet can be combined 
with different mating faces. 

Add to this the rapid and simple assembly and handling:  
the termination block of the Ha-VIS preLink® is connected to  
the cable in a single operation. The assembly is rapid,  
extremely process-safe and avoids installation errors. This  
provides users with potentials to optimize assembly  
sequences, as pre-assembled cable lines can be used. Moreover,  
the use of cabling that is precisely tailored to the installation  
location delivers materials savings and facilitates the  
transportation of parts and components.
 
The manufacturers of prefabricated building elements are well 
aware of such advantages: thanks to the very compact dimen-
sions of HARTING Ha-VIS preLink®, pre-assembled cabling can 
be pulled through standard empty conduits. Data outlets can 
be connected reliably within a matter of seconds – without the 
need for specially trained experts.
 
The Ha-VIS preLink® system is also deployed throughout the 
entire HARTING Ethernet product portfolio. Serving these appli-
cations, HARTING has created a new industrial connecting block 
dubbed HIFF (HARTING Industrie Form Faktor). The miniatu-
rized HIFF terminal block is suitable for industrial applications 
and enables the universal utilization of Ha-VIS preLink® in  
PushPull, Han® 3 A as well as in the Han-Modular® System. 

 “The assembly is rapid, extremely 
process-safe and avoids installation 
errors.” 

The performance capabilities of data network technology are constantly expanding. Consequently, network 
 structures will have to cope with the constant emergence of ever new demands. In response to this situation, 
the HARTING Technology Group has created the perfect connection concept, namely Ha-VIS preLink®.

All-rounder

» Rainer Schmidt, Head of Product Management ICPN Cabling, Germany, HARTING Technology Group,  

 Rainer.Schmidt@HARTING.com
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Miniaturization, flexibilization and increased performance for data transfer present a complex challenge for 
connectors on circuit boards. The HARTING Technology Group meets these requirements with its har-flex®  
connector product portfolio, and new designs have now been added to the range.

Circuit board heroes
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Technology trends in industrial and consumer sectors 
are immensely diverse. Miniaturization is a central fac-
tor: smaller and smaller chips with higher levels of per-
formance make it possible to produce increasingly compact 
device designs. The usual configurations can be dispensed 
in the meantime, which means that circuit boards are not 
only getting smaller, but the rigid layout is disappearing, 
too.
 
Increased complexIty
In spite of the different ways and sectors they are used, 
modern industrial devices are often designed into  
the same housings to save costs. Functional differentiation  
is achieved through the structure and composition of  
the devices them selves. Built-in components, mainly in  
the connection technology sector, therefore need to be  
even more flexible – so they can be inserted without  
changing the interfaces in any fundamental way. Mod-
ularization and user-friendly components mean that a  
great number of variants of the same device are now  
possible.
 
HARTING har-flex® Mezzanine connectors, available in both 
straight and angled variants offering a modular design 
of the device, are being used for an increasing number 
of appli cations. The har-flex® variant for ribbon cables  
makes it possible to create a wide range of board layouts  
in the device. Developers even have the freedom to  
produce new housing designs, as the previous layout  
and its rigid right angles no longer apply. All har-flex® 
connectors can be freely combined and adapted to the 
housing.
 
For example, har-flex® connectors are perfect for all  
devices fitted with a man-machine interface. Depending on 
the con figuration, displays and buttons must be flexibly 
combined with the board. This is enabled by the har-flex® 
connector with ribbon cable junction for Insulation Dis-
placement Connection technology. 

Connectors need to provide compatible and consistent solu-
tions, irrespective of whether they are used for board-to-
board or cable-to-board applications.
 
performance fIreworks
Today’s devices and machines need to be extremely  
effective and powerful. Major systems and networks are 
being increasingly equipped with backup structures and 
controls. Machine status has to be analyzed on site and 
controls need to be directly accessible. On-site response 
times are speeding up, and not just in terms of staff users. 
Automated control mechanisms such as camera inspection 
are increasingly accessing processes independently on a 
continuous basis – in real time if possible.
 
In view of this situation, components and machines need 
to be equipped with increasingly intelligent and rapid  
control elements. Data transfer rates within the device 
need to be as fast as those for the external receiver,  
especially due to the demands of image processing. Central 
control systems must be supplied with sufficient levels of 
data and information. 
 
Data and information consistency plays a central role in 
an increasingly automated and Ethernet dependent world. 
har-flex® connectors meet the requirements for the  
latest transfer protocols such as Gigabit Ethernet and 
PCI Express. Data transfer rates of up to 3.125 Gbit are  
easily achievable. har-flex® connectors can be fitted in both 
switch cabinets and mobile devices.
 
It is now merely a minimum requirement for the over-
all system to stand up to harsh industrial environments.  
Miniaturization is not enough on its own, and load capacity 
must also be high, as end users will not tolerate restrictions  
to performance or availability. Impact, vibration, 
dust and water are not allowed to have any influ-
ence on operational reliability – which obviously has 
significant repercussions on the device, machine  

» Michael Seele, Global Product Manager, Germany, HARTING Technology Group, Michael.Seele@HARTING.com

 Dr. Alexander Rost, Managing Director HARTING Electronics, Germany, HARTING Technology Group, Alexander.Rost@HARTING.com
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and components. The rugged, compact  
design of har-flex® ensures reliable  
operation, also under most adverse con-
ditions. It combines service capability of 
the latest computers with the durability 
of industrial devices.
 
Systems also need to be extremely user-
friendly and easy to maintain. Devices 
and machines are configured in a mod-
ular fashion and it must be possible to 
replace components quickly and easily, 
with minimum input in terms of time 
and staff. Any errors must be identified 
accurately as soon as they arise, reduc-
ing stoppages and downtime. Connectors 
such as har-flex® provide this level of 
flexibility for devices.
 
The decentralized structure of modern 
facilities brings enormous benefits right 

from the design stage, and these also 
have a positive effect on costs: machines 
no longer have to be incorporated in the 
overall system for functionality testing. 
System and function capability can be 
ensured on a stand-alone basis.
 
Smart FellowS
This requirement is also met by increas-
ing decentralization in industrial auto-
mation and larger production machines. 
Larger components and machines are  
fitted with decentralized control ele-
ments that allow the activation of these 
components and machines directly on 
site and out in the field. 
 
Machine status enquiries, logs and 
analysis of error reports and damage 
correction are all diverted to the indi-
vidual components and machine. This 

reduces the load on networks and central 
controls. 
 
Consequently, components and machines 
need to be equipped with ever more  
intelligent control elements without  
reducing the demands of the industrial 
environment. Data transfer rates also 
need to be stepped up at the same time 
in order to supply central controls with 
sufficient information and data they 
need for accurate facility and production 
control procedures. 
 
The introduction of the new har-flex® 
product portfolio has attracted a great 
deal of attention on the international 
market. Especially users from the  
industrial automation technology sectors  
see significant benefits for their appli-
cations. har-flex® has already been de-
signed in a number of new devices. 

Picture by courtesy of Bernecker + Rainer Industrie Elektronik Ges.m.b.H.
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The PushPull connector has an  
intuitive design that provides a secure 
connection, giving access to the three 
essential lifelines of industry: Data, 
Signal and Power. This user-friendly 
connector can be plugged and released 
again quickly and easily. It plugs in  
securely, preventing any errors; you can 
see and feel it lock into position, and this 
is also confirmed by an acoustic signal  
(a clearly audible click). The inner 
 circular locking mechanism ensures that 
it locks permanently into the device in a 
mechanically stable manner. PushPull 
can be universally tailored to specific 
customer requirements.
 
AmAzingly versAtile
PushPull connectors are available as 
a plastic or metal version to suit the 
 required application. PushPull can be 
supplied with standard connector faces 
such as RJ45, USB, SCRJ or even power.  
The choice of available plug inserts 
ranges from 1/10 gigabit Ethernet signal 

and data to 690 V / 16 A power, therefore 
meeting all regular industrial applica-
tion requirements.
 
UseAble Anywhere
Thanks to their compact design, PushPull  
connectors are excellent for device  
connection applications. They are ide-
al for use with all types of industrial  
electronics devices, from sensors to  
controls and industrial processors, which 
are not kept in a control cabinet, but at 
a decentralized location out in the field 
or even in outdoor unprotected sites. 
This connector can be used in almost all  
markets, including plant automation, in-
dustrial devices, machinery, power and 
transportation. The technical requirement  
for the device interface is generated via 
the network and the integration mode is 
dictated by the design of the device that is 
to be connected to the PushPull product.
 
According to the guidelines of the 
PROFIBUS User Organization (PNO), 

Han® PushPull (variant 14 acc. to IEC 
61 076-3-117) is the preferred connec-
tor for decentralized automation out in 
the field for electrical and optical data 
transmission and power supply. In addi-
tion to this organization, Automation Ini-
tiative of German Domestic Automobile 
manufacturers (AIDA) has also set the 
Han® PushPull connector as standard. 
This ensures that PROFINET-controlled 
automobile production plants are all con-
figured the same way.
 
The HARTING PushPull (variant 4 acc. to 
IEC 61 076-3-106) connector is the only 
international standard connector for ge-
neric industrial building cable networks 
in protection class IP 65/67. It is also the 
smallest connector in the IP 67 high pro-
tection class that can be used with RJ45 
and LC Duplex.  

First introduced in 2004, HARTING‘s PushPull connectors have sold in their millions. The user-friendly design has 
proved extremely successful and is constantly being adapted for new applications. Flexibility, robustness and 
high serviceability are the keys to the success of the PushPull concept.

» Matthias Fritsche, Global Product Manager, Germany, HARTING Technology Group, Matthias.Fritsche@HARTING.com

 Lennart Koch, Global Product Manager, Germany, HARTING Technology Group, Lennart.Koch@HARTING.com

Simple. Successful.
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Bombardier is a leading player in the railway industry. In developing the TRAXX AC Lok 
product family further, Bombardier has implemented Han-Eco®, a long-term effective 
 solution that reduces costs thanks to its simplicity.

Easy

An industrial innovation can only 
be described as sustainable if it is  
economically successful and can be 
used to  continuously improve and  
develop customer products and  
processes.This is demonstrated by  
the collaboration between the  
HARTING Technology Group and  
Bombardier Transportation to  develop 
the new generation of the  successful 
TRAXX AC Lok product  family.

One aim in the design of the new 
 generation of alternate current locomo-
tives was to standardize the compo-
nents used, and minimize weight and 
therefore trim costs at the same time.  
Fundamental improvements had to  
be made in terms of Total Cost of  
Ownership. 

BomBardier‘s numBer one  
performer
Over the last decade, Bombardier’s top 
performer, the TRAXX AC locomotive, 
has become the cornerstone of an entire 
fleet of locomotives in view of a large 
number of identical parts and standard 
engine room design. It is manufactured  

in large numbers for Deutsche Bahn 
AG, but also other European rail  
operators, private railways and leasing 
com panies. 

The Last Mile Diesel is a new addition to 
this recently developed product genera-
tion, which now dispenses with the need 
to change locomotives for marshaling 
operations or stations with dual systems, 
where there is no continuous electrifica-
tion in most cases.

The new design of electric interfaces 
in the locomotive engine room relies 
 entirely on the benefits offered by 
the Han-Eco® connector series from 
HARTING. 

Han-Eco® is at work at the modular  
 inter faces of the medium-voltage  
cabling system, linking ventilators, pumps  
and other auxiliary units in the  
locomotive engine room. Major factors  
that swung the decision in favor of  
Han-Eco® were the reduced weight, 
the mechanical  compatibility with the  
Han® B series in terms of integration 
parameters, the minimized number 

of individual  components and greatly  
simplified assembly process, requiring 
no tools whatsoever. 

Using Han-Eco® led to significant costs 
reductions, as it was possible to reduce 
design, warehousing and assembly 
costs.

features
HARTING Han-Eco® housings are  
made from fiber-glass reinforced  
high-performance plastic that is  
highly resistant to environmental  
conditions and  mechanically robust. 
They are also lighter than comparable 
metal housings.

The material also meets strict fire 
 protection requirements such as V0 
 classification to UL 94 and F2 / I3 to NFF 
16 101. The range consists of four design 
sizes – 6B, 10B, 16B and 24B – and will 
systematically include base housings 
and protective covers by the end of the 
year.    
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» Gero Degner, Product Manager, Germany, HARTING Technology Group, Gero.Degner@HARTING.com

  Andreas Mehringer, Global Account Manager Bombardier, Germany, HARTING Technology Group, Andreas.Mehringer@HARTING.com
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“With Han-Eco®, HARTING developed a long-term effec-
tive solution that reduces costs thanks to its simplicity.”
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The quality of molded parts produced in the injection molding process is greatly determined by tooling 
 temperature control. Precision is an essential factor in the manufacturing process, and depends on the  
reliable connection of components via flexible connector interfaces such as Han-Yellock®.

Hot and cold

Molded parts production
Temperature control is an important 
factor in injection molding, and can  
be used to control the look and exact 
dimensions of molded parts. Controlled 
heating of the tool improves flow charac
teristics and protects the plastic mate
rials from thermal damage. The used  
interface is an extremely important part 
of the temperature control device and 
the  injectionmolding machine.
 
the han-Yellock® interface
Optimized temperature control requires  
a combination of signal and bus  
tech nology, temperature sensors  
and power transfer. This makes it  
possible to control valves, heat up  
convector fluid and generate a range  
of tempe ratures. HanYellock® combines 
all of these different requirements in  
a modular housing. 
 
Han E® and Han CC® Protected Modules 
are used for power transfer. Ratings  
of 40 A and 830 V provide sufficient 
 reserves for efficient convector fluid 
use. Temperatures are recorded by  
sensors with iron constantan wiring. This  
combination of materials must also be 
used inside the connector, which is  easily 
 possible with Han E® DIN IEC 584 type J 

pins. Using a Han DD® module  ensures 
signal transfer between machine and 
temperature control device. 
 
The individual modules can be  
assembled without the use of tools and 
inserted easily into an adapter frame, 
forming a modular insulator block.
 
systeMs connection
The production of modern molded parts 
demands a perfect interplay between 
different individual machines. These 
systems are made to be modular and 
flexible because of the requirement for 
frequent tooling changes. This concept  
has been taken up in connection  
technology.
 
Modern connector systems, such as 
 HanYellock®, link similarly to modular  
machine components via individu
al modules, giving a wide range of  
electrical options. The aim is to reduce 
the overall number of interfaces down 
to a single connector. Fast release and  
connection for reconfiguring tempe
rature control devices and protection 
against faulty connection reduces 
the potential for error when bringing  
machines on line, thus increasing  
process stability. 
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Temperature control devices bring 
the connected appliance to the 
 desired temperature via a convector 
fluid and keep it constant. Examples 
of devices are die-casting molds, 
plastic injection molds and rubber 
injection molds.

» Frank Quast, Head of Product Management Han®, Germany, HARTING Technology Group, Frank.Quast@HARTING.com
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Secure information flow is of prime importance where RFID transponders are concerned. With the Ha-VIS 
RFID transponders, the HARTING Technology Group provides for the first time the opportunity to drive the 
information chain directly and permanently into the process, right down to the lowest field level. 

Robust information carrier

Accurate automation control, process 
transparency, reduced down time and 
costs are the central focus of all efforts 
to deliver RFID technology with the 
greatest reliability. The HARTING Tech-
nology Group has achieved a major step 
forward in this respect with the Ha-VIS 
RFID transponder. 
 
In their function as “permanent trans-
ponders”, HARTING Ha-VIS RFID  
transponders have an extremely long 
oper ating life. As “hard tags”, they 
are also made for use on metal in the  
harshest environ mental conditions. 
Moreover, Ha-VIS RFID transpond-
ers come under scrutiny at the end of  
production, which, in addition to quality  
control, also offers the opportunity to 
measure read range and load customer-
specific data.
 
RFID takes oFF
A collaboration with the aviation industry 
takes center stage in this development: 
Originally, the Ha-VIS VT 86 trans-
ponder was designed specifically for 
the aviation industry, operating over 

» René Wermke, Product Manager RFID Transponder, Germany, HARTING Technology Group, Rene.Wermke@HARTING.com
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long periods to cover the maintenance 
procedures and logistics processes  
encountered in air travel. One key  
requirement: the transponder needs to 
be readable throughout the world. 
 
On this basis, the HARTING Technology 
Group developed a RFID transponder 
which is not only suitable for aviation 
but which will also be successful in the 
transportation, machinery/auto mation 
and energy markets. Design, size,  
performance and resistance to ex-
treme environmental conditions exceed  
all previous market standards. 
 
Furthermore, a flexible assembly concept 
has been developed. In addition, it is 
possible to stick the transponder to a 
surface. For industrial applications, it 
allows flexible and versatile mounting 
options, as locations, substrate profiles 
and materials can vary immensely  
depending on the application. All kinds 
of fixing options are possible, such as  
integration in specification plates,  
screwing, gluing or riveting.

ProsPects
In the future transponder functionalities 
are set to increase considerably. Chip 
manufacturers are not just working on 
high-capacity memory, but also creating 
new functional areas. This is paving the 
way between today’s RFID technology 
and an autonomously operating trans-
ponder that receives sensor signals such 
as acceleration, light, temperature and  
humidity, saving it and transferring it to a  
super-ordinate process. The possibilities 
are endless. From monitoring a cold 
chain of perishable food to measuring 
vibrations in constructions – all this is 
the future of RFID – and therefore the 
future of HARTING Technology Group 
RFID technology. 
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The Russian company Acoustic Control Systems relies 
on Han-Modular®, Han® R15 and DIN 41 612 type M and  
type H connectors in its control systems for contactless  
ultrasound flaw detectors. The detectors are used 
for searching for flaws on the surface or inside metal  
pipe walls, for example, to identify corrosion and  
de-lamination damage to oil and gas pipelines. 

Applications  
of local subsidiaries

Han-Modular® and  
Han® R15 connectors at work 
in ultrasound flaw detectors

» Andrey Kulaev, Market Manager Automation, Russia,  
HARTING Technology Group, Andrey.Kulaev@HARTING.com

A2075 SoNet ultrasound 
flaw detector

A manufacturer of acoustic microscopy and micro- 
imaging systems, (AMI) Sonoscan Inc. had developed 
a new acoustic microscope and needed a power supply 
capable of generating an enormous number of  different 
voltages. The Fastline™ P300™ C-SAM® requires 
 signal and control cables and up to 120 different con-
nections. The company started looking for a compact 
connector system to solve this problem – and found the 
 Han-Yellock® 60 from HARTING to be the ideal solution. 
This also enabled the manufacturer to reduce the stock 
of replacement parts considerably and solve a number of 
other production problems. The locking button ensures 
that that the connector cannot be opened and the device 
can be activated safely. 

Compact system 
for acoustic microscopes

» Steve Elrick, Area Sales Manager, North America,  
HARTING Technology Group, Steve.Elrick@HARTING.com

RU

US
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Czech automation and robotizing supplier DEL a.s. from 
Žd’ár nad Sázavou has delivered the complete electrical 
control system for a hydraulic free form forging device. 
The system consists of a press, forging manipulator and 
crane, which acts as a guiding machine and is deployed 
in the forging process. A forging device with a direct 
current motor is attached to the crane. The required fea-
tures of easy disengagement and removal were achieved 
with a drive control unit and removable connection using 
HARTING Han® HC Modular connectors.

HARTING Han® HC Modular 650  
in forging equipment

» Kamila Holečková, Customer Service, Czech Republic,  
HARTING Technology Group, Kamila.Holeckova@HARTING.com

A good example of how modern connectors can help to-
wards improving machine design is the upgrade of the 
DMS Inc. FR series foil-stamping machine. The modu-
lar construction of Han-Yellock®, enabling a number of  
applications for alternating and continuous current and 
control signals, meant that DMS could incorporate up to 
16 different connections. This beneficial feature led to 
the decision to run the entire I/O control cable system 
via Han-Yellock®. This simplified press assembly and  
product change procedures, while updating the look 
of the machine at the same time. Errors and problems 
caused by cables winding around the machines can now 
also be avoided.

Dvořák – Svahové sekačky s.r.o.,  a leading Czech 
brush cutter manufacturer, has developed a new cutter  
for photovoltaic power plants. The cutter is capable of  
radio-controlled trimming grass under solar panels 
where there is little room for maneuver. Consequently, 
the Spider needed a light, user-friendly and compact  
connector. The new HARTING Han-Modular® ECO IP 65 
with plastic housing and DDD module with 17 contacts 
proved the perfect solution for these demands. 

Connectors for 
foil stamping machines

Han-Modular® 
ECO for  
brush cutting 
machines

» Steve Elrick, Area Sales Manager, North America,  
HARTING Technology Group, Steve.Elrick@HARTING.com

» Kamila Holečková, Customer Service, Czech Republic,  
HARTING Technology Group, Kamila.Holeckova@HARTING.com

CZ

US

CZ
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Industrial standards for Ethernet demand high availability, reliably and excellent performance in applications and 
networks. Fielding a portfolio of managed switches, the HARTING Technology Group is offering ideal solutions for 
such scenarios. The unique user-friendly web configuration, that does not require the installation of additional 
Java applets, reflects the consistent customer orientation of HARTING. 

The intelligence is in the networks

» Oliver Opl, Product Manager, Germany, HARTING Technology Group, Oliver.Opl@HARTING.com
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The networking and 
integration of industrial  
applications by Ethernet 
surpasses the potential of field-
bus systems: the bandwidth, number of 
ports and therefore the available services and possibilities 
are many times higher by comparison with fieldbus environ-
ments. Moreover, Ethernet offers a uniform communication 
standard and impresses with its convenient, cost efficient and 
 application neutral usability. 
 
Failsafe performance, intelligent data transfer,  comprehensive 
control, steering functions and detailed diagnostics 
have long been standard in office communication and 
are now entering the industrial arena thanks to the  
 Ha-VIS mCon switches. In most applications it is absolutely 
essential to have an overview of all network activities and  
operations at all times. In order to enable smooth, trouble free 
data  trans mission, events in general and errors in  particular 
must be  signaled in a precise manner, in order to take  
adequate measures with immediate effect. The failure of a 
 communication path, for example, should be indicated and 
 repaired as quickly as possible. The intelligent managed 
mCon switches provide the option of signaling such events  
by e-mail or via SNMP-traps to a remote monitoring  
station. Rapid rectification of faults prevents extended  
and costly downtimes. 
 
AlwAys reAdy for Action
In order to ensure the availability of the network,  
rapid and precise error detection enabling rapid  
intervention will not suffice. In addition, the network  
must be  redundant in design. In the case of a link error  
the network will be immediately available again,  
without service action being necessary. The Ha-VIS mCon 
by the HARTING Technology Group ensures precisely this  
redundancy.

Users can adjust 
all of the necessary  

settings of the Ha-VIS 
mCon management software 

deployed to meet their specific  demands 
at all times. The  configuration and management of mCon 
switches are simple, and access is possible by way of various 
input  options – via SNMP-tool, network management software 
or very conveniently by way of the web interface. The multi-
function push-button in the new mCon series represents a very 
convenient and unique option for commissioning and service 
support, enabling certain basic settings to be made without 
additional tools. 
 

In this way, the intelligence of industrial applications is  
shifting more and more towards decentral components, and 
the majority to intelligent infrastructure components such as 
Ethernet switches. The high demands made on reliability and 
security mean that managed Ethernet switches will have to 
increasingly gain performance and will also become more and 
more complex. The Smart Network Infrastructure (SNI) fielded  
by the HARTING Technology Group meets these demands, 
and what is more, they will be exceeded in future by further  
reaching, intelligent infrastructure solutions. 

“The high demands made on reliability  
and security mean that managed 
Ethernet switches will have to increas-
ingly gain performance and will also 
become more and more complex.” 
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In view of finite natural resources and 
the entitlement of future generations to 
a healthy environment worth living in,  
responsible action and conduct is  
accorded high priority in society today. 
End consumers as well as industrial  
customers are increasingly questioning 
on what basis products are manufac-
tured and what their associated impact 

and implications are. Responsible and 
values oriented action is expected of 
companies today. In its corporate vision 
the HARTING Technology Group makes a 
firm commitment to acting sustainably 
and creating values for people.
 
The acceptance of responsibility for  
society and the resulting ways of acting 

that consider consequences extending 
beyond individual generations do not  
represent new guidelines of conduct.  
Indeed, this was already one of the core 
elements of Social Market Economy. Its 
founder, Ludwig Erhard, the first Minister  
of the Economy of the Federal Republic 
of Germany, defined the obligation of 
market economy to also adhere to social 

People – Power – Partnership: HARTING is the first German company to have successfully passed the audit  
according to the core topics of ISO 26000, based on the Austrian ONR 192500 regulations, as well as the Spanish 
RS 10 specifications. With this recent step the company is underlining its commitment to responsible action  
according to the principles of economy, ecology and society. 

Trust creates connections

» Gisela Eickhoff, Personal Assistant of Dietmar Harting President/Partner, Germany, HARTING Technology Group, Gisela.Eickhoff@HARTING.com
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goals. In his words, the economy should 
“be advantageous and highly beneficial 
to mankind” (Ludwig Erhard: Wohlstand 
für alle (Affluence for All), 1957). 
 
The HARTING Technology Group assumes 
responsibility for society in many different  
ways: in-house, the participation of  
employees in company success by way 
of target and goal agreements is notable. 
Moreover, the company supports and 
promotes science through the establish-
ment of endowed chairs as well as many 
different types of engagement in the East 
Westphalia-Lippe region – to cite just a 
few of the respective activities. 

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS WITH  
A TRADITION
Within the company, sustainability  
aspects and responsible action also take 
top priority: especially the consistent 
orien tation of quality, environmental 
protection and occupational health and 
safety to international standards makes 
important contributions. Here, HARTING 
looks back on a long tradition: the main 
plant has been certified to ISO 9001 
since 1990. In 1995 – one year after the 
Article 20a concerning the protection  
of the environment was added to  
Germany‘s constitution – the first 
environ mental audit was conducted. 
Based on this, the EMAS Certificate 
was obtained in 1996, as well as the ISO 
14001 Certificate in 1997. In the occu-
pational health and safety area HARTING 

meets the stipulations of OHSAS 18001.
HARTING is consistently pursuing this 
course with the certification of social  
responsibility – according to the core 
topics of ISO 26000 based on ONR 
192500 as well as RS 10. The HARTING 
companies in Germany that are active in 
the Connectivity & Networks areas have 
now obtained this certification. 
 
ISO 26000 AS FOUNDATION
With this step HARTING has deliberately 
taken the demands of an international 
standard on board in order to offer all 
participants – customers, manufac-
turers, suppliers and other stake- 
holders – greater transparency and 
build up even stronger credibility 
with regard to the company‘s entre- 
preneurial action.  

“Transparency  
and credibility”

THE CORE TOPICS OF ISO 
26000 ARE:

THE BASIC PRINCIPLES  
OF ISO 26000:

Organization management1. 
Human rights2. 
Labor practices3. 
Environment4. 
Fair company and business  5. 
practices
Consumer concerns6. 
Integration and development  7. 
of the community

Accountability1. 
Transparency2. 
Ethical conduct3. 
Respect of stakeholder interests4. 
Respect of the rule of law5. 
Respect of international  6. 
standards of conduct
Respect of human rights7. 

Guidance on social responsibility, ISO 26000: 2010 (E)
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We are always available  
to answer your questions

HARTING RFID tag 
grabs the “Golden 
Mousetrap Award”
The US magazine “Design News” has singled 
out HARTING‘s UHF RFID for the “Golden 
Mousetrap Award" for technological in-
novation and creativity in product design.  
HARTING developed the RFID transponder  
together with the project partners Lufthansa 
Technik Logistik, Lufthansa Systems and the 
Center for Intelligent Objects at the Fraunhofer 
Institute for Integrated Circuits (IIS). The  
innovative material involved was 
one of the key features that 
positioned the product 
among the winners.

Han-Yellock®, the HARTING connec-

tor featuring a totally new design, was  

recently distinguished with the  

“Product of the year” accolade by 

the American “Electronic Products  

Magazine”. It's first award from over-

seas impressively documents the 
product‘s international success.

Han-Yellock®  
awarded by  
US magazine

Do you have any questions, wishes or suggestions?  
We are always pleased to hear from you: presse@HARTING.com
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At the HARTING Technology 
Group environmental protec
tion is an integral part of the 
company culture lived in day 
to day operations and activi
ties. In acknowledgement of 
the company‘s strong com
mitment, HARTING has now 
been admitted to the official 
group of “climate protec
tion companies”. Thanks to 
their outstanding innovative 
strengths, the members play 

a key role in climate protec
tion and energy efficiency. In 
this way they are not only 
improving their competitive 
position, but also demons
trating responsibility for the 
foundations of life of future 
generations.

HARTING is a climate protection 
company
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